
 

Curves or angles? Shapes in businesses affect
customer response

May 1 2018, by Jeff Grabmeier

  
 

  

Some of the study participants were shown one of the two doctor's offices above.
The office on the left featured angular shapes and the office on the right had
circular shapes. This was the busy office. Others saw an office that wasn't busy.
Credit: Ohio State University

When you're waiting in a busy restaurant or doctor's office, it may
matter whether the tables, light fixtures and other objects are round or
square.

In a laboratory study, researchers found the shape of physical objects in
a service business affected customer satisfaction, depending on how
crowded the business was in the experimental scenarios.
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Angular shapes suggested competence to customers, which increased
their level of satisfaction when the business was busy. In contrast, circles
suggested friendliness and warmth to customers, which increased their
satisfaction when the business was not crowded.

"Just manipulating this subtle environmental cue had an influence on
customer satisfaction in our study," said Stephanie Liu, lead author of
the research and assistant professor of consumer sciences at The Ohio
State University.

The findings may seem odd, but the effect of shapes on people has long
been studied in fields such as psychology, marketing and architecture,
said Vanja Bogicevic, co-author of the study and a doctoral student in
consumer sciences at Ohio State.

"For example, circles and angles are used in very deliberate ways in
urban design to convey meaning," said Bogicevic, who is a former
architect.

Circles are a signal of warmth due to their resemblance to the sun, and
suggest harmony and friendliness. Hard angles are generally found in
human-made objects - think street grids in cities - and so have an
association with competence, toughness and strength.

This is the first time researchers have explored the impact of circular
and angular shapes on consumer response in the service industry,
according to Liu.

The study appears online in the Journal of Business Research and will be
published in the August 2018 print edition. Liu and Bogicevic conducted
the study with Anna Mattila, a professor at Pennsylvania State
University.
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The researchers did two related studies.

The first study involved 166 adults who participated online. They were
given a scenario in which they imagined themselves eating at a restaurant
named Tarragon with a friend. Half the people were shown pictures
around the restaurant in which the restaurant logo, ceiling lights, a flower
vase, candles, wall paintings and tables all had rounded shapes. The other
half saw the same objects, but they all had straight lines and sharp
corners.

Some participants were told there were no customers in the waiting area,
while others were told it was crowded.

The rest of the scenario was the same for all participants and described a
pleasant meal with good food and fast service.

After reading the scenario, all participants were asked how they thought
they would rate their server in terms of warmth and friendliness and in
terms of competence.

Participants were then asked several questions in which they rated how
satisfied they thought they would be in this scenario and how likely they
would be to recommend this restaurant to others and to visit again.

Remember, the only way the scenarios differed for study participants
was how crowded the restaurant was, and the shape of the physical
objects in the space.

But those two factors interacted in a way that had a significant effect on
how they rated their satisfaction with and loyalty to the restaurant, Liu
said.

When the restaurant was not busy, participants who saw the environment
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with the rounded edges reported higher levels of satisfaction and loyalty.
But when the restaurant was busy, the angular environment led to more
satisfaction and loyalty.

Why was that? When the restaurant was not busy, the circular shapes
focused customers' attention on the warmth and friendliness of their
server, which then led to more satisfaction, Liu said.

But when the restaurant was busy, it was the angular shapes that were
more likely to prompt participants to rate their server as competent,
which led to higher levels of satisfaction.

"We used shapes to influence perceptions about the employees'
behavior," Liu said. "The shapes helped determine what the participants
focused on."

A second study replicated the results with a different group of
participants - 245 university faculty, staff and students - and a different
scenario, this being a visit to a health care facility to be treated for an
illness.

The results were the same as the first study, Liu said.

These findings fit neatly into the growing body of research on sensory
marketing, which examines how things like color, touch and smell all
influence consumer perceptions, attitude and behavior.

"The effect of shape on consumers is a new direction for sensory
marketing," Bogicevic said.

Liu said the study suggests one way that service businesses can provide
fast service to many customers while still maintaining customer
satisfaction.
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"The physical environment of service businesses can be designed in such
a way as to maximize customer satisfaction. Shapes are an important part
of that," Liu said.

  More information: Stephanie Q. Liu et al. Circular vs. angular
servicescape: "Shaping" customer response to a fast service encounter
pace, Journal of Business Research (2018). DOI:
10.1016/j.jbusres.2018.04.007
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